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WELCOME TO KG 



FATHER’S DAY

Children of Nursery, JrKG and SrKG

celebrated Father’s day. To make the

children realize the unique role played

by the fathers and honoring the

contribution of fathers towards their

family and society. Children made

decorative neck ties and superhero

father’s day card for their father. They

enjoyed making them and they made

their parent feel special on that day.

Father and child together clicked

memorable photos with the selfie

booth.

Nursery , Jr.KG , Sr.KG 16.06.2023
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YOGA DAY
JR KG & SR KG 21.06.2023

Teachers of San Academy organized

International Yoga day to make the

children understand the value of yoga

and its benefits, thus motivating the kids

to adapt yoga in their daily life to lead a

healthy life. On 21st June International

yoga day was celebrated by our students.

Children were dressed in white attire.

Teacher demonstrated to children the 5

yoga poses. Teacher spoke about yoga’s

benefits and children showed great

enthusiasm in performing yoga poses

such as suriya namaskar and

chinmuthra..
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Show & tell was organized for

children of JrKG to learn about the

family and environment. Children

brought colourful props and placards.

They spoke confidently about body

parts, family members and national

symbol. Children were awarded with

appreciation e-cards. This event

helped them to improve their

communication skills. .
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SHOW AND TELL ME & MY ENVIRONMENT
SENIOR KG 28.06.2023

Show and tell was organized to develop the

self confidence in the children and give

them opportunity to overcome their fear

and present their feelings and thoughts. On

28th June children of Sr.KG performed

their show and tell about the topic related

to theme me and my world. Children spoke

about my family, types of houses, school

routine, helping hand for parents. Children

came out with different props for

explaining the concept like charts and

models which helped in developing their

creative and innovative skills. Children

enjoyed talking on different topics which

helped them in improving their confidence

and communication skills. They presented

their topic with great enthusiasm.
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PRIMARY I to V



INTRA CLUB
GRADE I & II   28.06.2023

Club activities are conducted to the students 

as an extended learning beyond Textbooks. 

With a view to enhance their creativity Art 

club was introduced to students where they 

learnt about Clay modelling. Clay modeling is 

one way to develop fine motor skills. It not 

only caters to the needs of  pre-writing skills 

but also smoothens wrist and finger muscles 

which help in formal writing. Students learnt 

this art by making simple shapes, fruits, 

vegetables etc. To evaluate their learning 

Intra club competition was conducted and 

students came up with beautiful clay models.



FIELD TRIPS
GRADE  I & II   16.06.23

Field trips play a crucial role in enhancing students'

learning experience by providing them to visit the

Connemara Library on 22.06.23.with opportunities

to gain practical knowledge and develop important

social and interactive skills. We believe that such

trips allow students to break free from the confines

of the classroom and explore the world around them

from a different perspective. They encourage critical

thinking and adaptability, enabling students to

connect theoretical concepts with real-life

experiences. Grade 1 students were taken on a Field

trip to Planetarium on 16.06.23 and Grade were
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To encourage the students and to

motivate them Essay writing

Competition was conducted for

students of Grade 1 and 2.

Participation in such events helps to

improve the confidence level and

boosts self –esteem.

ESSAY WRITING 
GRADE  I & II



NO TO PLASTIC
GRADE I & II 23.06.23

To create an awareness on the

harmful effects of Plastic “NO TO

PLASTIC” activity was conducted

which included Students taking

pledge, videos on say “no to plastic”

and craft activity using papers straws

etc.



NO TO PLASTIC
GRADE I & II



FIELD TRIP
GRADE III TO V 26th,27th & 30th June

Field Trip plays a vital role in the school

curriculum, which serves a wide range of

benefits in several ways including learning and

teaching. One of them is that they help students

to learn through authentic experience and

interesting ways to explore new things for both

the learners and teachers. This is the reason

why students should be encouraged to engage in

field trips which are significant for students. In

terms of education, students have ample

opportunity to witness new things, learn about

new environments at their own pace and

immerse themselves in an authentic experience,

without having to the anxiety of homework,

exams or tests.Thus students of upper primary

are taken to Parle Agro Foods, Crocodile Bank

and Shell museum.



GRADE III TO V

FIELD TRIP



NO TO PLASTIC
GRADE III TO V 23.06.2023

Plastic bags are one of the most commonly used

things today. It makes our work easier and

gives us a lot of convenience. They have formed

an essential part of our lives now. We use them

almost every day for various purposes. The

usage is to the extent that we often get angry at

the shopkeeper who refuses to offer us the

plastic bag. It becomes daunting to carry our

own bag every time. The shopkeeper’s refusal

is due to the government ban on plastic bags.

One often wonders why? Plastic bags make our

lives easier but at what cost? They damage our

earth and environment. It is high time we all

stop using plastic bags. To create awareness

among the young minds No To Plastic program

was conducted and the students were taught to

use alternative to plastics.
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CLUB
GRADE III TO V 28.06.2023

The most important aspect of the painting is that it does

not depict mythological characters or images of deities,

but social life. Pictures of human beings and animals

along with scenes from daily life are created in a loose

rhythmic pattern. Why is Warli art important? These

paintings are mainly done to represent a sense of

togetherness. Warli Art revolves around the mother

nature by giving more importance to nature and

wildlife. Their art form symbolizes the balance of the

universe. Themes of WARLI The themes symbolise the

nature-cultural relationship, social relationship,

material culture, religious symbols, dance forms,

marriage practises, family life, hunting games, deities,

etc.

Students are introduced to an ancient ART FORM

called ' WARLI ART' . Warli is the vivid expression of

daily and social events of the Warli tribe of

Maharashtra, used by them to embellish the walls

village houses.



CLUB
GRADE III TO V



WORLD BICYCLE DAY

On the occasion of World Bicycle Day,

assembly was conducted on 02.06.2023 for

students of grades VII and VIII , to celebrate the

special day. Students were encouraged by the

Principal to rely more on cycling as it helps in

increased physical activity resulting in many

health benefits and also reduces the burden of

carbon emissions on the environment.

The assembly was followed by a cycle rally to

the nearest streets to create awareness and

promote the usage of bicycles among the

current generation. The students were

accompanied by our school PT masters & bus

drivers during the rally to ensure the safety of

the students.

GRADE VII & VIII    02.06.2023





WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY

THEMATIC ASSEMBLY 05.06.2023

The thematic assembly was conducted

on 5th of June, the theme was World

Environment Day. The assembly started

with Tamizh Thai Vazhthu, followed by

thoughts under the healthy environment.

Students of Grade 8th and 9th gave

speeches in three different languages on

the need for world environment day, its

significance and the purpose for which it

is being celebrated. Students also

prepared posters on ‘Saving Earth’, they

also took a pledge to do their best to

protect the environment and to put an

end to single use plastic. The assembly

concluded with the National anthem.

GRADE VI TO IX





BAKRID CELEBRATION

THEMATIC ASSEMBLY 26.06.2023

GRADE VI TO IX

On the 26th of June a thematic

assembly was conducted , the theme

was Bakrid celebration . The assembly

started with Tamizh Thai Vazhthu,

followed by thought related to the

theme and students gave speech in three

different languages about the

importance of Bakrid, its significance

and the purpose for which it is being

celebrated. Students also prepared

posters on 'Bakrid'. On the same day the

student council election were

announced. The assembly was

concluded with national anthem.



BAKRID CELEBRATION

THEMATIC ASSEMBLY

GRADE VI TO IX



NO TO PLASTIC
GRADE VI TO X



INTRA COMPETITION

GRADE VI
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INTRA COMPETITION

GRADE VIII



INTRA COMPETITION

GRADE IX & X



INVESTITURE CEREMONY 30.06.2023

"Leadership is action, not position"

SAN ACADEMY truly believes in holistic

development of the students and provides various

opportunities to the students beyond academics.

Becoming a student leader is one such opportunity.

Every year the school provides a platform to the

students to contest in the elections. This helps to instill

qualities such as responsibility, becoming a good team

player and developing administrative skills among

others and makes them ready for a better tomorrow.

SAN Academy Tambaram, has organized an

Investiture ceremony for the AY 2023-24 on

30.06.2023. Investiture ceremony is the first major

event conducted at the beginning of the AY, where

elected student leaders are honored with their titles.
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